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Meet Carleigh Herbert
Today we’d like to introduce
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you to Carleigh Herbert.
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Carleigh, let’s start with
your story. We’d love to hear
how you got started and
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how the journey has been so
!

far.
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Makeup was not my first
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choice in career. I studied
dance in high school and
pursued a career as a
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BUSINESSES & CREATIVES YOU
SHOULD KNOW

choreographer in college. Due
to a crazy medical concern that came up, I had to get
emergency surgery when I was 19, and unfortunately my
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body has never been the same. I had neurosurgery, and after
the surgery my face no longer sweat on one side and my pupil
dilation was off.

HEART TO HEART WITH
WHITLEY: EPISODE 4

Unable to be as physical as I once was, I panicked, and within
a couple of months, decided to get a loan and move to Los
Angeles to purées designing makeup looks for entertainment
companies involved with dancers. Once I began school, I
immediately started working in student films and found that
prosthetics and character makeups were more of my passion..
so I began pursuing film as my main focus instead (I have
been fortunate to work with many talent dancers and groups
still). From there, I worked years doing nonunion projects,
working my way up from student films, indies, and syfy
channel movies. I also worked at an fx lab for a couple of
years to sharpen those skills and be able to understand the
shop would when running prosthetic heavy shows.
After a handful of years juggling freelance, cosmetology
school, shop work and interning for artists on set, I was
accepted into the makeup union, Local 706. From there I
began working on the tv show Teen Wolf, and my career
started to move forward quickly from there. I went from
being a makeup PA, to being on the makeup team, to
department heading the last 20 episodes of the final season. I
have been lucky enough to continue working in the union tv
and film world, getting to sling prosthetics for some of my
favorite artists, continue running my own shows, and growing
as an artist.
Great, so let’s dig a little deeper into the story – has it
been an easy path overall and if not, what were the
challenges you’ve had to overcome?
As anyone pursuing an entertainment road knows, there can
be a lot of obstacles in the way. I didn’t know anyone in the
business, so I came to Los Angeles blindly and took whatever
jobs I could get. It took a handful of years to make decent
money, going from paycheck to paycheck is always a struggle,
and accepting that sometimes you don’t know when your
next job will be can be challenging. Ive always tried to keep
my head up and focus on myself as an artist and where I’m
going. I know a lot of artists that struggle with comparing
themselves, and I’ve learned that you never stop learning and
you should only compare yourself to others in a positive way,
as in looking up to other’s work in a direction you one day
would like to go. As hard as it is to get into the film and
television world, it’s just as important to keep your standard
up when you’re there. You must always be open to learning,
accepting new ideas, collaborating with actors, and among
many other things, being adjustable and flexible. As a
makeup artist in film and television, I always welcome a good
challenge. Whether it’s suddenly having to throw prosthetics
underwater, quick beauty makeup changes on set, lastminute scene changes.. you must always be prepared when
running a show.
We’d love to hear more about your work and what you
are currently focused on. What else should we know?
I don’t consider myself specialized in any one area as a
makeup artist.. most shows I work on you have to be a
multifaceted artist that can have the same actor in many
different looks and stages. I specialize in all types of makeup,
including but not limited to beauty, period, character, and
prosthetics. I believe on thing I do that people would call a
speciality is blood rigging, which is rigging tubing under
prosthetics and clothing to show bleeding on camera. I have
run shows that involve period looks, tons of dancers, blood
gags, ghosts, etc. and have confidence in myself on being able
to tackle any type of show thrown my way.
What moment in your career do you look back most
fondly on?
A handful of my proud moments come from designing
makeups on the side. I like to design makeups for
Monsterpalooza, a large monster convention that happens
twice a year, and really push makeup ideas that I’ve wanted to
do but have never had the chance to do on set. For instance,
creating an angel makeup with wings coming out of the back,
but with no strap enforcement over the shoulder, leaving the
back and shoulders fully opened, not covered with wardrobe.
Or creating a demon that is over 12 feet tall, balancing four
large horns on stilts.
Over the past several years, I have been fortunate to be
nominated to multiple Emmy and Makeup Guild Awards. This
year I am proud to be nominated for American Horror
Story:1984, the last television show I was lucky enough to
run with an amazing team.
Contact Info:
Website: www.carleighherbert.com
Email: carleighherbert@gmail.com
Instagram: @carleighherbert
Other: imdb.me/carleighherbert
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Suggest a story: VoyageLA is built on recommendations
from the community; it’s how we uncover hidden gems, so if
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LA’S MOST INSPIRING STORIES
Every neighborhood in LA has its own vibe, style, culture and
history, but what consistently amazes us is not what differentiates...
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PORTRAITS OF THE VALLEY
It’s more important to understand someone than to judge them. We
think the first step to understanding someone is asking them...
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PORTRAITS OF HOLLYWOOD
It’s more important to understand someone than to judge them. We
think the first step to understanding someone is asking them...
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HIDDEN GEMS: LOCAL BUSINESSES &
CREATIVES YOU SHOULD KNOW
Every day we have a choice. We can support an up and coming
podcaster, try a new family-run restaurant, join a...
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INTROVERTED ENTREPRENEUR SUCCESS
STORIES: EPISODE 4
Voyage is excited to present episode 4 of The Introverted
Entrepreneur Success Stories show with our wonderful host and
sales expert...
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HEART TO HEART WITH WHITLEY: EPISODE
4
You are going to love our next episode where Whitley interviews the
incredibly successful, articulate and inspiring Monica Stockhausen.
If you...
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INTROVERTED ENTREPRENEUR SUCCESS
STORIES: EPISODE 3
We are thrilled to present Introverted Entrepreneur Success Stories,
a show we’ve launched with sales and marketing expert Aleasha
Bahr. Aleasha...
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INTROVERTED ENTREPRENEUR SUCCESS
STORIES: EPISODE 2
We are thrilled to present Introverted Entrepreneur Success Stories,
a show we’ve launched with sales and marketing expert Aleasha
Bahr. Aleasha...
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HEART TO HEART WITH WHITLEY: EPISODE
3
During Women’s Month I had the honor of having a heart to heart
with two powerful women in the creative space....
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Los Angeles is an incredible city - but it's so large and so vast and so diverse
that all of us are missing out on tons of great people, businesses,
organizations, events and more.
VoyageLA wants to highlight the best of LA - from freelance makeup artists
that will dazzle you to the best Meetup groups in town.
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